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The Widening Circle of Regenerative 
Agriculture



  

You and Your Farm–By farming organically, you are 
regenerating the soil and returning it to it's natural, healthy 
state. By farming without chemicals, you are also 
regenerating your health and your family's health.

The Local Environment–The wildlands, wetlands and the 
environment surrounding your farm are regenerated by 
your organic practices. Dangerous chemicals no longer 
wash out of your fields and beneficial birds and wildlife 
return to help you keep down insect pests

The Community–the local community and the world 
beyond are also regenerated by your farm as you recycle 
natural waste products into your fields, reducing local 
pollution points. As people eat your organic food, they are 
being regenerated and made healthier. Your farm is 
helping to clean up the planet!



  

WHAT DOES IT DO?

Widening Circles of Influence

Thinking beyond the traditional scope of 
organic and sustainable



  

WHY REGENERATIVE 
AGRICULTURE??

SustainableSustainable just isn't enough just isn't enough

          Almost 40% or more of worldwide carbon Almost 40% or more of worldwide carbon 
emissions could be sequestered through agriculture, emissions could be sequestered through agriculture, 
if regenerative practices were adoptedif regenerative practices were adopted

We just need to be willing to believe that there may We just need to be willing to believe that there may 
be a better way of doing what we do..be a better way of doing what we do..



  



  

HOLISTIC MANAGEMENT
Animal and land management practice that mimics nature to benefit both nimal and land management practice that mimics nature to benefit both 

grazing stock and biodiversitygrazing stock and biodiversity

10 Principles of HM10 Principles of HM

WATER AND MINERAL CICLESWATER AND MINERAL CICLES

COMMUNITY DINAMICSCOMMUNITY DINAMICS

ENERGY FLOWSENERGY FLOWS

WATER SHEED HEALTHWATER SHEED HEALTH

Protect and restore eroded landscapes and Protect and restore eroded landscapes and 
waterwayswaterways



  

1. Nature functions in wholes ( sum of its parts 
and the relationships )

2. Understand the environment you manage  
( mimic natural systems )

3. Livestock can improve land health

4. Time is more important than numbers - timing 

5. Define what you are managing-plan

6. State what you want-goals

7. Bare ground is public enemy Number 1.

8. Play with a full deck( machinery, fire, rest, 
creativity..)

9. Test your decisions

10. Monitor for results

Livestock can improve land health



  

KEYLINE FARMING

● Contour lines on the landscape
● Concave/convex meet
● Water restoration, catchments, 

NUTRIENTS..
● Intense agroforestry technique



  



  

Catching water/air/nutrients..



  



  



  

AGROFORESTRY



  

FOOD FOREST??



  

Agroforestry is an integrated approach of using the 
interactive benefits from combining trees and shrubs 

with crops and/or livestock

SOLUTION FOR FIRE PREVENTION
FOREST NATURAL SUCCESSION

ANIMAL MANAGEMENT
HUMUS/CARBON CAPTURING

WATER CAPTURING
ETC...



  

PERENNIAL AGRICULTURE



  

Perennial Agriculture is at the core of Carbon Farming 
technology.  For nearly two million years, ecosystems of long-

lived plants and animals sustained the gatherer-hunter ancestors 
of all human beings on earth — these perennial ecosystems 

provided food, fiber, fuel, and ecosystem services while 
constantly increasing the health and biodiversity of the planet. 



  



  

LIVING SOIL

Organics
Bocashi

Em
Co2 capturing

Perennial cropping
Animal pastures

Restoration water sheeds
Constant carbon feeding

Key line
Humus creation



  



  



  



  

BIOCHAR



  



  



  

We are going to Be FARMING 
FOR?

● Perennial farming +
● Keyline                 +
● Green farming      +
● Co2 farming         +
● Holistic management +
● Fertility farming    +
● Community local  =     co2 = solutions



  

SOLUTIONS

● Most benefi cial adaptation strategy for climate 
change would therefore be one that focuses on 
increasing the levels of both carbon 
and water in soils.

● “Perennial cover croping” annual 
grain or fodder crops into ‘out-of-
phase’ dormant perennial 
groundcover.



  

Five essential things needed for rapid soil building?Five essential things needed for rapid soil building?
“Darren Doherty”“Darren Doherty”

Sun, air, water.Sun, air, water.

Biologically available minerals.Biologically available minerals.

Living things IN the soil (plants and animals) and their Living things IN the soil (plants and animals) and their 
by products.by products.

Living things ON the soil (plants and animals) and Living things ON the soil (plants and animals) and 
their by products.their by products.

Intermittent and patchy disturbance regimesIntermittent and patchy disturbance regimes..

http://www.regenerativeagriculture.co.uk/index.php/course-calendar?layout=bloghttp://www.regenerativeagriculture.co.uk/index.php/course-calendar?layout=blog

http://www.regenerativeagriculture.co.uk/index.php/course-calendar?layout=blog


  

Current agricultural BEST..
● Current ‘best practice’. Chemically based zero-till 

farming lacks essential requirements for biological N-
fi xing, sequestration of humifi ed soil carbon and 
building of new topsoil.

“ THE NEW FACE OF 
AGRICULTURE”............

● The ‘new face of agriculture’.  Annual grain crop 
direct-drilled without herbicide into dormant perennial 
groundcover enhances plant-microbial associations, 
vastly improves rates of biological N fi xation, stimulates 
nutrient cycling, facilitates sequestration of highly 
stable, humifi ed soil carbon and promotes formation of 
new topsoil..



  

HOW WE BUILD TOP SOIL
● irst step to rebuilding topsoil is to maximise 

photosynthetic capacity.
A permanent perennial cover  
provides an ongoing source of 
soluble carbon for the soil 
ecosystem, buffers soil 
temperatures, inhibits weeds, 
reduces erosion, improves porosity, 
enhances aggregate stability and 
water infi ltration, slows evaporation 
and ‘conditions’ the soil for the 
production of healthy, high quality, 
over-sown annual crops.



  

Why is so important to have 
carbon in the soil??

   The soluble carbon exuded into the rhizosphere by 
perennial groundcover plants and/or transported deep 
into soil by mycorrhizal fungi, provides energy for the 
vast array of microbes and soil invertebrates that 
produce sticky substances enabling soil particles to 
be glued together into lumps (aggregates). When soil 
is well aggregated, the spaces (pores) between the 
aggregates allow the soil to breathe, as well as 
absorb moisture quickly when it rains. A healthy 
topsoil should be ‘more space than stuff’, that is, less 
than 50% solid materials and more than 50% spaces.



  

THE WORLDS CARBON IN SOIL
● The world's soils hold three times as 

much carbon as the atmosphere and 
over four times as much carbon as the 
vegetation. With 82% of terrestrial 
carbon in soil (compared to only 18% 
in vegetation), soil represents the 
largest carbon sink over which we 
have control. Soil is also the world’s 
largest store of terrestrial diversity, with 
over 95% of life forms being underground 
(that is, only 5% of biodiversity is above 
ground).



  

FACTS/soil

● 7 tonnes of topsoil is lost for every tonne of 
grain produced

● The most meaningful indicator for the 
health of the land, and the long-term wealth 
of a nation, is whether soil is being formed 
or lost

● If soil is being lost, so too is the economic 
and ecological foundation on which 
production and conservation are based.



  

FACTS/Carbon

● Reduction of between 50% and 80% in 
the organic carbon content of surface 
soils

● Soil carbon is the prime determinant of 
agricultural productivity, landscape 
function and water quality.

● The carbon and water cycles are 
inextricably linked. Humus holds 
approximately four times its own weight 
in water 



  

Fertility Farming

● Biofertilisers, microbial additivesBiofertilisers, microbial additives

● Problem fungiProblem fungi

● Build soils quicklyBuild soils quickly

● Measure the interaction between the soil’s (and Measure the interaction between the soil’s (and 
compost) mineral, gaseous, organic and living compost) mineral, gaseous, organic and living 
components using the very simple technique of components using the very simple technique of 
ChromatographyChromatography

http://www.regenerativeagriculture.co.uk/index.php/methods/86-fertility-farming


  

We aiming for this..



  

CHROMATOGRAPHY



  

Linking in and on!



  

Bibliography 2

● http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hftgWcD-1Nw
● http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5ZgzwoQ-ao
● http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-xqxDYcPJ4
● http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8MwszRI5Jk
● http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zavLvBU9iwI&feature=related
● http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=KPOcPwxrUqQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hftgWcD-1Nw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5ZgzwoQ-ao
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-xqxDYcPJ4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8MwszRI5Jk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zavLvBU9iwI&feature=related


  

THANK YOU!! 

:)
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